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Appearance: Clear Yellow Liquid 

Specific Gravity: 1.27

Odor: Characteristic

Ph (Conc.): 14

Flash Point: N/A

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

PACKAGING

LPC is a ready to use product. Do not dilute. Removes obstructions due to grease, 
rags, matches, paper, hair and other organic matter. Will not harm the plumbing, 
fixtures or pipes.  

LPC penetrates through greases and fats that are typically in drains. Excellent to use 
on stoppages caused by grease, fats or hair. NO BACKUP ODOR!

LPC is a fast working formula. It is perfect for Clogged drains and traps LPC is an 

ODORLESS NON-FUMING DRAIN PIPE CLEANER.

Prevention: Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Do not eat, drink, 
or smoke when using this product. Do not breathe dust or mists. Wear protective 
gloves/protective clothing/eye protection /face protection. Response: IF SWAL-
LOWED: Immediately call a poison center/doctor/medical professional. Specific 
treatment: see first aid instructions in section 4. Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce 
vomiting. IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse 
skin with water/shower. Wash contaminated clothing before reuse. IF INHALED: 
Remove person to fresh air and keep comfortable for breathing. IF IN EYES: Rinse 
cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy 
to do. Continue rinsing. Storage: Store locked up. Disposal: Dispose of contents/ 
containers in accordance with local/regional /national/international regulations. 

1. Carefully open cap by turning cap counterclockwise. Do not squeeze bottle or 
splash product. If product spills clean up immediately. 

2. For use on clogged or slow-running drains, pour one half of the 32oz bottle slowly 
over drain. For extremely slow-running drains or complete clogs, pour the entire 
contents of 32 oz. bottle.

3. Allow to work for 15 to 30 minutes depending on the severity of the clog. 

4. Flush with hot water. If drain is still clogged, repeat steps two, three, and four.

5. For garbage disposal drains, follow steps two through four. If drain does not clear, 
do not turn on disposal as product may splash back. 

6. Once the drain is clear, use product monthly to maintain a free flowing drain. 

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS

DIRECTIONS
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12x32 oz, 4X1 gal

HEAVY DUTY DRAIN OPENER

CUI Solutions, Inc.
1841 VERNON ST. | N. KANSAS CITY, MO 64116 | 816-471-3602  

FAX: 816-474-3302 | WWW.CUISOLUTIONS.COM


